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Our mission 
Our mission is to transform how decisions are made 
about our health. Decisions informed by patient 
outcomes, and shared by patient and clinician. 

About Concentric 
Concentric Health is a health technology startup 
based in Wales. 

Our digital consent and shared decision making 
application digitally transforms the paper process of 
giving consent for a procedure. 

Cross-specialty, evidence-based information 
facilitates a shared conversation and supports patient 
understanding throughout their journey. 

Remote consent functionality, which can be used 
alongside video consultation technology means that 
physical pre-operative appointments can be avoided.

Concentric Health

Digital consent 
Replace your paper process

Evidence-based ontology 
Supporting best practice

Informed patients 
Guiding patients through their journey

Remote functionality 
Avoid physical pre-op appointments



Benefits 
• Improve patient experience and understanding 

• Reduce consent errors and medico-legal risk 

• Avoid physical outpatient appointments 

• Improve operational efficiency 

• Reduce paper use 

Get in touch 
Contact Dafydd Loughran, CEO at  

daf@concentric.health 

Depending on integration requirements we aim 

to be able to go live within days. 

Supported by

These are links to key documents that describe 

our approach: 

Information Governance summary 

Technical description 

Clinical safety case report

Why is consent a priority? 

Consent for surgery is a key element of care, in terms 

of the quality of surgical decision-making, experiences 

of patient-centred care, and organisational medico-

legal risk. 

Legal cases have brought consent to the forefront, and 

have introduced new standards of care.

“Absolutely love it. Love the user experience, it’s really 

intuitive. This is the future!” - Dr Jonathan Holley
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c3KpTMIfbjl1RBZqDhJHwx7wvk9rEkmQZftA8ij2GBw/edit?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gsEtu0jXKel0tkHiaPbZit1zMardtn-_gGCNsQPSxvc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c3KpTMIfbjl1RBZqDhJHwx7wvk9rEkmQZftA8ij2GBw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VLgz7-sjTnXAcSOyHYo5sY2xPJ0czDzExPVwpYkfuao/edit?usp=sharing
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With the help of Concentric remote consent let’s 

ensure that we do not bring patients into physical 

pre-operative appointments unnecessarily. 

During this pandemic Concentric can help by: 

• Reducing the need for physical pre-operative appointments, and the 

associated anxiety of these appointments for patients 

• Remove logistic challenges of consent documentation at different 

hospital sites - e.g. temporary use of private hospital facilities 

• Eliminate transmission risk from shared stationery or devices 

• Team members self-isolating can undertake consent consultations 

remotely where appropriate 

There is no cost for initial six months of use.
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